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Girls Rising Collective Foundation Inc. Renames to Kindah 

Foundation Inc. 

Fort Lauderdale, Florida, November 16, 2015 - Girls Rising Collective Foundation Inc., a 

global non-profit organization and community leader in the development and 

empowerment of women and girls announced on January 6, 2016, that they have 

changed their organization name to Kindah™ Foundation, Inc. This decision was made by 

the authorities of the Board of Directors at their 4th Quarter Meeting on November 15, 

2015.  

Girls Rising Collective Foundation, Inc., is a well-known leader in the development and 

empowerment of women and girls. Their global movement stands out compared to 

other charity organizations as they are motivated by kindness and great compassion for 

females. 

Changing their name to Kindah™ Foundation, Inc., reflects their dedication to raising 

awareness of cervical and ovarian cancer, breaking of educational barriers, health 

disparities among women and girls, and their future plans. They are very excited to 

launch officially their new corporate identity with a name that aligns to their 

Corporation’s value proposition.   

Bridgett Parris, President and CEO of Kindah™ Foundation, Inc., believes the name 

“Kindah™ Foundation” will encompass their vision and mission in a unique way, thereby 

allowing them to represent their organization in an exclusive manner.  In 2013, when the 

corporation was founded, their goal was to enable projects and programs to span 

multiple States and Countries in the Caribbean. In response to member’s demand and 
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making their goal a reality, they will be introducing new amazing projects and programs 

that would affect more lives positively such as the Educational Outreach Project, Teen 

Teal Project, Sister Circle of Strength Program, and IRISE e-Mentoring Program. 

While their name has changed, their legal status, office mailing and contact details will 

remain the same. The corporation’s business remains fundamentally unaffected by this 

change and all contracts with their existing suppliers will continue to be unaltered, with 

corresponding obligations and rights assumed under the new name. They are confident 

that the name Kindah™ Foundation Inc., will be beneficial to the corporation and 

everyone they serve.  

They would like to utilize this opportunity in thanking all their loyal members, volunteers, 

interns, committees, directors, especially their donors, sponsors and business partners, 

for the continuous strong support and they wish all a better and prosperous 2016. 

 

About Kindah™ Foundation Inc.: As a global nonprofit organization and community 

leader in the development and empowerment of women and girls, they are very 

passionate about breaking educational barriers, and eradicating cervical and ovarian 

cancer one female at a time. They plan to accomplish their mission through educational 

outreach project, awareness campaigns, e-mentorship program, holistic wellness 

coaching, volunteerism, survivor healing support, and advocacy resource services.  

For more information about Kindah Foundation Inc., their upcoming events, mentorship 

opportunities  and  live changing  programs, visit  them online  at 

www.kindahfoundation.org or  email them at baparris@kindahfoundation.org  or contact 

them at 954-839-6561. 
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